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smaller. smarter dust collectors.

Torit® PowerCore® dust collection technology from Donaldson® Torit® outperforms traditional baghouse 
collectors and does so in less space. In one extremely small and powerful package, the Torit PowerCore 
dust collector handles high airflow, high grain loading, challenging particulate and fits into the smallest 
places. The filter changeout is remarkably quick, easy and clean compared to the process for traditional 
bag filters.  

Innovative Torit PowerCore dust collectors combine award-winning PowerCore filter packs with a 
new proprietary compact pulse cleaning system. This proprietary combination delivers high filtration 
efficiencies not usually found in baghouse filtration. 

Torit PowerCore

•	 SmAllER

•	 SmARTER

•	 ClEAnER 

•	 EASIER

•	 CoST EffECTIvE

(5000 cfm collectors) 
Torit PowerCore CPC-12 vs.  

Traditional (81) 8-ft. filter baghouse

ThAN TRADITIONAl  
baghouse collectors

50%
sMaller

uP to
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(1500 cfm collectors) 
Torit PowerCore CPV-3 vs.  

Traditional bin vent

•	  smaller 
Bin vents fit into the tightest spaces.

•	  cleaner 
PowerCore filter packs with Ultra-Web® 
technology provide higher efficiency for 
cleaner air. Plus, replacing PowerCore filter 
packs is a remarkably clean process. 

outperforms traditional baghouse collectors

Today’s streamlined and lean manufacturing facilities demand peak performance even within the 
smallest spaces. Torit PowerCore space-saving dust collectors are available as stand-alone models that 
can be ducted to many different applications, as well as bin vent models used on applications like silos, 
conveyor transfer points, conveyor discharges, blenders and mixers.

Compared to traditional baghouse collectors with similar airflow capacities, Torit PowerCore CPC dust 
collectors (as shown on previous page) are up to 50% shorter. The comparison to traditional bag-style 
bin vents is even more dramatic. CPV bin vent collectors are almost 70% shorter than other bag-style bin 
vents and effectively address the frequent challenge of tight space limitations.

•	  easier 
Clean-side filter access and fewer, lighter  
filters means faster, easier filter changes 
without tools or filter cages.

•	  smarter  
An optimized airflow management system 
delivers optimal pulse cleaning while 
minimizing airflow restriction.

•	  cost effective 
Innovative PowerCore filtration technology 
means reduced freight and installation costs, 
fewer filter changeouts, lower maintenance 
costs, and no entry requirements 
for filter changes.

70%
sMaller

ThAN TRADITIONAl  
bin vent collectors

uP to
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POWeRCORe FIlTeR PACk—NOT A BAg, NOT A CARTRIDge
An entirely new approach to dust collectors, the PowerCore filter pack is small, lightweight, and easily 
handled by one person. Donaldson’s PowerCore technology allows more effective filter area to be 
packaged in a smaller space: one 7” x 22” PowerCore filter pack contains as much filtering area as  
6 eight-foot-long traditional filter bags. And the filter media inside PowerCore filter packs is our  
well-proven Ultra-Web advanced nanofiber technology.

smaller. smarter filters.

POWeRCORe FIlTeR PACk
•	  Changeout from the clean side of the 

collector—only 1 person required.

•	  Self-centering with a handle for easy  
changes without tools.

•	  Integrated gasket ensures a good seal  
with every change.

•	  At only 7” tall, bridging is not 
a problem.

replaces
®
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leADINg The WAy WITh POWeRCORe
At the Core is PowerCore. PowerCore filter packs combine proprietary Ultra-Web nanofiber technology 
with Donaldson’s media configuration expertise. The result is a revolutionary filtration technology unlike 
anything else in the industrial filtration market.

hIgh PeRFORMANCe FIlTeR MeDIA
In a dramatic departure from the traditional filter bag, the PowerCore filter pack contains 
Ultra-Web media, which traps more dust on the surface of the fluted channels as compared 
to conventional bag filter materials like depth-loading 16 oz. polyester. Surface loading 
greatly promotes filter cleaning. Better pulse cleaning lowers operational pressure drop 
and energy use.

innovative media configuration technology

ultra-Web nanofiber technology
(600x)

 16 oz. polyester
(600x) 

10 micron 10 micron

clean air

Filter Media
Flutes

alternate seals

because the flute is sealed 
on the opposite end, air 
is forced to pass through 
the filter media into an 
adjacent flute.

1

3

2

2Dirty air

®

Dirty air enters an 
open flute on the 
dirty air side of the 
filter pack.

the now filtered 
air exits the filter 
pack through a 
flute that is open 
on the clean air 
side of the filter 
pack.
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TeChNOlOgy ThAT PeRFORMS FOR OVeR 25 yeARS
Donaldson Torit Ultra-Web technology has delivered high efficiency filters that last. PowerCore filter 
packs with Ultra-Web are engineered to perform, balancing high efficiencies with long filter life.

eASy ON The BUDgeT 
The surface-loading technology of  
Ultra-Web is proven to provide lower 
operating pressure drop over a longer 
period of time, and energy costs can be 
dramatically reduced. Pressure drop starts 
high and rises quickly with traditional 
depth-loading bag filters, resulting most 
often in excessive energy use. 

For proven technology that delivers  
savings in energy, maintenance, space,  
and filter changes, the smartest solution  
is Torit PowerCore.

OUTSTANDINg PeRFORMANCe
Torit PowerCore CP Series systems with 
PowerCore filter packs deliver outstanding 
performance with PM 2.5 emissions below 
0.001 grains per cubic foot, per ePA Method  
27 and ePA Method 5i.

Torit Powercore CP Series filter packs are 
efficiency rated MeRV 13 per the AShRAe  
52.2-2007 test standard.

poWercore filter packs—engineered to perform

The results from accelerated lab and field tests show that Torit PowerCore 
can provide lower pressure drop in baghouse applications.
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Independent lab results obtained using ASTM D6830-02 per ePA PM 2.5 
performance verification. Annual emissions calculated assuming 14,400 
cfm airflow rate, 265 working days per year, and two shifts per day. Field 
measurements may vary due to differences in dust contaminant and 
sensitivity of measurement equipment. 

lower emissions 
with powercore filter packs

78%
Fewer

eMISSIONS 13
MeRV
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SMARTeR FIlTeR CleANINg
Torit PowerCore collectors include a new proprietary compact pulse cleaning system designed 
to match the pulse energy to the obround shape of the PowerCore filter pack. The resulting 
pulse flow effectively covers the entire media pack. It easily pulses the dust out of the fluted 
channels, keeping the pressure drop low and prolonging filter life.

optimized as a system

Pulse Accumulator 
Optimizes Pulse & Seals Filter Pack

Compact Oblique Pulse  
Cleaning System 

CPV-2 through CPV-12

SOPhISTICATeD MODelINg
Providing optimized pulse cleaning, the pulse 
accumulator design is based on Donaldson 
Torit’s commitment to technical research and 
development. FlUeNT®* Airflow Modeling 
Software was used to determine the shape of the 
pulse accumulators to optimize the pulse energy 
without restricting the airflow or wasting energy. 
The pulse accumulators also serve as a filter 
retention mechanism, securing the filter pack in 
place and ensuring optimum gasket compression.

Compact Pulse  
Cleaning System 

CPV-1

Pulse accumulator
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SMAlleR, BeTTeR, SMARTeR
Torit PowerCore can reduce your cost of dust collection resulting in significant operational 
savings. An application previously requiring (81) 8-foot bag filters now needs only (12) 
7-inch-tall PowerCore filter packs. Fewer filters mean lower filter changeout costs and  
faster changeouts. The smaller collector means lower installation costs and less factory  
floor or bin space consumption.

 *    Savings are based on one changeout. Calculations assume bags and PowerCore filter packs show equal life span; one person replacing one traditional bag filter  
in 10 minutes; one person changing PowerCore in 2 minutes; labor rates equal $45/hr.

number
of Filters

in collector

time
to

replace*
labor
cost

time
savings*

labor 
savings*

Powercore Filter Packs 12
only  

24 minutes
$18

13.1 
hours

$590 
saved

traditional bag Filters 81 13.5 hours $608 0 0

making maintenance easier

eASy MAINTeNANCe
Replacing PowerCore filter packs is as easy as 1-2-3. Contrary to many traditional 
baghouse collectors, PowerCore filter packs are lightweight and accessed from the clean 
side of the collector. 

poWercore filter pack replacement — 
easy. fast. clean. no tools or cages required.

1.  lift up filter access door.  
(clean side of the system)

2.  loosen the captive hardware  
and remove the filter retainer.

3.  lift out the filter pack  
for easy replacement.

noEnTRy 
requireD
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hoW smaller means smarter operation

a cPv-2 is 70% smaller than a  
traditional bin vent making shipping  

easy and reducing freight costs.

SMART ReSUlTS IN MANy WAyS
•	  Collectors weigh less, so shipping costs 

are lower.

•	  There are no bag filters or cages to ship 
and install separately.

•	  easier filter pack changeouts save time 
and money.

•	  Airflow design prevents dust bridging between 
filter packs—less maintenance required.

•	  Airflow patterns minimize abrasion,  
preventing leaks and maintenance common 
with abrasive dust.
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The Torit PowerCore system arrives mostly assembled, so installation is faster and easier. Installation costs are reduced 30-50% due to lighter 
weight, less crane time, and pre-assembly. The filter packs come pre-installed in the collector, so there are no bags or cages to install separately.

installation costs

50%
lower

installation costs

uP to
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Chute-to-Belt Tripper
Conveyor

Conveyor
Discharge

Conveyor
Transfer

Bucket
Elevator

Silo/Bin Vent Pneumatic
Receiver

Blender/Mixer

the optimized solution for material handling

SMARTeR SOURCe FIlTRATION
Torit PowerCore CPV bin vent collectors are easily integrated into a variety of material-handling 
applications—even in tight spaces—providing source filtration that saves money and energy.

SOURCe COlleCTION WITh  
TORIT POWeRCORe CAN PROVIDe: 
•	  lower initial costs: freight, installation,  

and ducting are all reduced.

•	  Reduced energy consumption as air  
and dust aren’t moved unnecessarily  
through long ducting runs.

•	  Product will stay in the process, 
eliminating waste streams and  
costly recycle systems.
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hoW the cp series Works

•	  Dust-laden air enters the collector through 
the dirty air inlet and is directed upward 
through the filter packs.

•	  heavier particulate falls directly into  
the hopper or bin below.

•	  Air is filtered through the filter packs  
and directed out the clean air outlet.

•	  When pressure drop exceeds a pre-set 
point, the compact pulse system sends 
a pulse of cleaning air back through the 
filter packs and thoroughly cleans the 
media flutes.

normal operation  
for cpv-1 model

normal operation  
for cpc-3 through cpc-48 models

filter cleaning operation  
for cpv-1 model

filter cleaning operation  
for cpc-3 through cpc-48 models

Dust Disposal
Dirty Air Inlet

Clean Air
Outlet

High Pressure Air

Clean Air 
Plenum

High Pressure Air

Dust Disposal

Clean Air
Plenum

Clean Air
Outlet

Dirty Air
Inlet

Dust Disposal
Dirty Air Inlet

Clean Air
Outlet

High Pressure Air

Clean Air 
Plenum

High Pressure Air

Dust Disposal

Clean Air
Plenum

Clean Air
Outlet

Dirty Air
Inlet
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34.1”

A

C C

A

B* B*

MODelS  CPV-2 through CPV-12

cPv-1
Front view

cPv-1
side view

cPv-1 
vertical Front view

cPv-1 
vertical side view

MODelS CPV-1

dimensions & specifications

Model

nominal 
airflow range**

(cfm)
no. of 

Filter Packs

Powercore  
Filter area 

(ft2) 
no. of 
valves

shipping 
weight

(lbs)

housing 
rating
(“wg)

Dimensions (inches)

a b* c

cPv-1  up to 700 1 63 3 120† ±12 28.0 22.3 17.6

cPv-2 450 - 1,400 2 126 2 290 ±20 26.8 37.2 47.7

cPv-3 700 - 2,000 3 189 3 375 ±20 36.8 37.2 47.7

cPv-4 1,400 - 2,700 4 252 4 460 ±20 46.8 37.2 47.7

cPv-6 2,100 - 4,100 6 378 6 715 ±20 38.0 46.1 83.6

cPv-8 2,800 - 5,400 8 504 8 800 ±20 48.0 46.1 83.6

cPv-12 4,200 - 8,200 12 756 12 1290 ±20 70.0 46.1 83.6

cPv-2, -3, -4
Front view

cPv-2, -3, -4
side view

cPv-6, -8, -12
Front view

cPv-6, -8, -12
side view

OPeRATINg CONDITIONS FOR CP SeRIeS COlleCTORS
seismic spectral acceleration  
(at grade)

 ss +1.5 & s1= 0.6  compressed air required (psig)  90 - 100

 wind load rating (mph)   90  operating temperature  150°F

   *   For opening access door, allow a minimum of of 2.5” above unit for models 2, 3, 4, and a minimum of 20.5” for models 6, 8, 12.
 **   Based on clean filters.
   †   Shipping weight with integral fan is 160 lbs.
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MODelS CPC-3 through CPC-48

dimensions & specifications

Model

nominal 
airflow range†

(cfm)
no. of 

Filter Packs

Powercore  
Filter area 

(ft2) 
no. of 
valves

shipping 
weight

(lbs)

housing 
rating
(“wg)

Dimensions (inches)

a b* c***

cPc-3 700 - 2,000 3 189 3 800 -20 36.8 118.4 55.5

cPc-4 1,400 - 2,700 4 252 4 1020 -20 46.8 134.2 55.5

cPc-6 2,100 - 4,100 6 378 6 1600 -20 38.6 154.2 85.0

cPc-8 2,800 - 5,400 8 504 8 1685 -20 48.5 154.2 85.0

cPc-12 4,200 - 8,200 12 756 12 2100 -20 70.0 154.2 85.0

cPc-16 5,600 - 11,000 16 1008 16 2915 -20 90.0 169.2 85.0

cPc-24 8,400 - 16,500 24 1512 24 3880 -20 132.0 152.2 85.0

cPc-32 11,200 - 22,000 32 2016 32 5310 -20 174.0 169.2 85.0

cPc-40 14,000 - 27,000 40 2520 40 6210 -20 216.0 154.7 85.0

cPc-48 16,800 - 33,000 48 3024 48 7760 -20 258.0 169.2 85.0

A

48.0”
Clearance

B*

B*B*

C C

48.0”
Clearance

62”
Clearance

A

A

C

cPc-3, -4
Front view

cPc-3, -4
side view

cPc-6, -8, -12, -16
Front view

cPc-6, -8, -12, -16
side view

    * For opening access door, allow a minimum of of 2.5” above unit for models 3, 4, and a minimum of 20.5” for models 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48.
  ** CPC-24 through CPC-48 are available with optional pyramid hoppers, trough hoppers, or dumpster hoppers.
*** Standard hoppers.
    † Based on clean filters.

cPc-24 with optional dumpster hopper**

Front view
cPc-24 with optional dumpster hopper 

side view

A

48.0”
Clearance

B*

B*B*

C C

48.0”
Clearance

62”
Clearance

A

A

C
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collector design Std Opt

Mild steel construction 7
clean-side Filter Pack removal 7

tool-Free Filter removal 7

Mountable Fan Package 7

outlet weatherhood 7

stainless steel construction 7

vertical orientation 7
filter packs

Powercore with ultra-web® 7
Powercore as (anti-static) with ultra-web 7
paint system

Polyester textured Finish 7
hostile environment Finish 7

custom colors, Materials, and Finishes 7
safety features

electrical grounding & bonding 7
electrical controls, gauges and enclosures

control box neMa type 4 with timer 7
solenoid enclosure neMa type 4 7

Magnehelic®* gauge 7

Delta P control neMa type 4 with timer 7

Delta P Plus control neMa type 4 with timer 7

Delta P control (no timer) 7

solenoid enclosure neMa type 9 7

heated solenoid Pack 7

heavy Duty cold climate Kit 7

Photohelic®* gauge 7

custom control Panels 7
warranty

10-Year warranty 7

standard features & available options

TORIT POWeRCORe CPC COlleCTORS TORIT POWeRCORe CPV COlleCTORS

*  Magnehelic and Photohelic are registered trademarks of Dwyer Instruments, Inc. 

collector design Std Opt

Mild steel construction 7
clean-side Filter Pack removal 7
tool-Free Filter removal 7
hopper access Panel 7
sprinkler taps 7
Mountable Fan Package (cPc-3 through cPc-24) 7
stainless steel construction 7
filter packs

Powercore with ultra-web 7
Powercore as (anti-static) with ultra-web 7
paint system

Polyester textured Finish 7
hostile environment Finish 7
custom colors, Materials, and Finishes 7
pyramid hopper discharge options

Pyramid hopper 7
trough hopper with high inlet (cPc-16 through cPc-48) 7
Dumpster hopper (cPc-16 through cPc-48) 7
hopper discharge

slide gate Pack 7
55-gallon Drum covers 7
transitions for rotary valves 7
support structure

48” clearance beneath hopper 7
leg extensions 7
electrical controls, gauges and enclosures

control box neMa type 4 with timer 7
solenoid enclosure neMa type 4 7
Magnehelic®* gauge 7
Delta P control neMa type 4 with timer 7
Delta P Plus control neMa type 4 with timer 7
Delta P control (no timer) 7
solenoid enclosure neMa type 9 7
heated solenoid Pack 7
heavy Duty cold climate Kit 7
Photohelic®* gauge 7
custom control Panels 7
safety features

explosion vents 7
sprinkler Pack 7
Platforms and ladders (cPc 16-48) 7
electrical grounding and bonding 7
warranty

10-Year warranty 7
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smarter performance on many types of dust

cpv-2
Weigh belt feeder with  
limestone dust (800 cfm)

cpv-12
Cement silo bin vent conveyor  
(3700 cfm)

cpc-12
On wood dust at 
furniture manufacturer 
(7000 cfm)

cpc-3
Powdered milk dust 
in cheese factory 
(1200 cfm)

visit donaldson.com/ToritPowercore for latest case studies.

cpv-6
Direct bin venting distributor head 
(2400 cfm)

cpc-24
Paper tissue manufacturing  
(7,600 cfm)

cpv-2
Day bin with porcelain dust 
(800 cfm)



Our Business is Improving 
Your Workplace Air Quality. 

Since 1995, Environmental Solutions has been helping businesses, like yours, improve their 
workplace air quality. As an authorized service center for Donaldson Torit, we offer you a 
one-stop shop for equipment, service, engineering and installation of the industry’s leading 

air pollution control systems.

Whether your company requires the removal of oil mist, welding fumes, machining or wood-
working dust, graphite, or correction of any other type of air quality problem; we can expertly 
engineer and install a quality Donaldson Torit solution to meet your unique needs. No system 
is too big or too small.

TOLL FREE 1-866-438-7891

Environmental Solutions is also your source for discount pricing on genuine Donaldson Torit Replacement Filters! 

D O N A L D S O N  T O R I T  S A L E S  |  I N S TA L L AT I O N  |  R E P L A C E M E N T  F I LT E R S

Visit us online at DustCollectionPros.com

12427 Fire Island Drive 

Loves Park, IL 61111 

Phone: (847) 370-9304 
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